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VOL.. III. GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, MAY 24, 1833. NO. 37.
REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR. 
GEOROE W. MYERS. PRINTER.
From the Christian Observer. 
ISAIAH XXXV. 1,2.
No longer the wilds shall he gloomy or sad,
But gladness and song on the breeze shall be borne;
No longer the mountain in thorns shall be clad,
But the rose and the myrtle its brow shall adorn.
No more shall the desert be lonely and still,
For the voice of rejoicing and song shall be there;
No longer its vallies the bramble shall fill,
But the rose there shall bloom aud the lily be fair.
But why shall the mountains in verdure be drest;
And the valleys the fragrance of Eden afford?
Why blossom the wilds as the land of the blest?
’T is for them—the redeem’d—the beloved of the Lord.
For them shall the wilderness bloom as the rose,
Re-echo with gladness—with music resound,
All the beauties of Carmel end Sharon disclose,
And richly with Lebanon’s glory be crown’d.
To them shall the ways of the Lord be reveal’d, 
Jehovah’s perfections and glories be shown;
No longer his footsteps with clouds be conceal’d,
Nor his paths, in deep waters, be longer unknown.
MISSIONS RY.
From fork Observer.
FEMALE EDUCATION IN GABECE.
In a notice of the Troy Society for the advance­
ment of Female education in Greece, published 
in our paper a few weeks since, it was stated inci­
dentally that the society is “ Episcopal.” This it 
seems is a mistake. The officers of the society 
areot different religious denominations, and there 
isnothing in the plan that they propose which has 
any such connexion with sectarian peculiarities as 
will prevent their acting together in entire harmo­
ny, A member of the society has sent us the fol­
lowing communication, which we hope will arrest 
the attention of our female readers, and induce 
many to co-operate in the great and good work to 
which it relates.
“We do not expect to make our pupils Episco­
palians, Presbyterians or Baptists. They will pro­
bably be and remain of the Greek church; but we 
hope to impart to them the elements of pure Chris­
tianity, by giving them the knowledge of the scrip­
tures which they cannot now read. But especial­
ly are we moved by the consideration of the de- 
graded state of our sex in those regions of dark­
ness, scarcely now regarded, or regarding them­
selves, as holding a rank in the scale of being 
above the beasts that perish. Indeed the veriest 
beast of burden, is free compared with them, 
^egro servitude is dignity compared with their 
condition. If any consider this exaggerated lan­
guage, let them read a tract published in Boston, 
aud which is sold in New York by Jonathan Lea-
’■tt, on the condition and character of Females in
^gan and Mahomedan countries. If any woman
'athis favored land can be aware of the facts there •
,n contained, and not have enkindled in her breast 
afire of mingled sorrow and religious wrath, which 
shall make her feel that it is relieving the pain of 
her own bosom, to attempt something, which shall 
*ork relief to its objects, then has she not a wo- 
arau’sheart;—she is a ruthless, selfish being; nei­
ther Christian love nor sympathetic pity, dwell with
Rut there are those that wish well to our cause,
** l’« lee “lions in the gate.” What then? We
must put on resolute hearts to face them. Some
have supposed because we wish to make ai estab­
lishment in Greece on a plan somewhat different, 
and from its nature more expensive than those 
who have gone before; that we are expecting to 
educate Grecian girls up to the highest point of 
cultivation, now existing in our own country; and 
hence, that we have engaged in this work without 
a knowledge of their present miserable state. 
This is a great mistake. If we can teach them to 
read and write and give them a few of the simplest 
elements of knowledge, it is ail that we expect at 
present to do for them, in a literary point of view. 
But we wish to make a family establishment where 
we can give to a small number, board aud cloth­
ing of the plainest kind, and teach them how to 
live and behave like civilized and virtuous women. 
These sent forth as teachers would extend the 
spirit of civilization, and as it extends and as the 
country advances, we believe there will be those 
resorting to our school, who can pay in whole or in 
part, and thus enable us to continue its support.
But how do we expect from this beginning to 
spread an influence which shall extend to Ma­
hometan countries? We could not hope to estab­
lish such an influence as we desire, in a country 
absolutely Mahometan. The men would not al- 
ln.«r iT Rut thn men of the Mahometan countries 
adjacent, cannot fail of becoming acquainted with 
the results of our experiment in Greece. . Athens 
is a city set on a bill which cannot be hid. But 
for what has already been done by our country in 
Greece, we could not hope to effect such results 
as under present circumstances by judicious means 
we believe may be effected. The impulse is al­
ready given in Greece, by the desire they have to 
imitate us. They wish to be like the Americans. 
They lift the eye and stretch forth the hand to us; 
and shall we not take it, and lead them to better 
prospects on earth, and better hopes of heaven.
It appears then to us in sober earnestness, that 
if there is a lever to overturn the old and crazv 
system of Mahometanism, it is female education; 
if there is a spot on earth to plant it, it is Athens; 
that the time to plant it, is now—and the women 
to do it are the women of America.”
A Member of the “ Troy Society."
RELIGIOUS.
From the Episcopal Recorder. 
LOOK TO THE CONSEQUENCES.
“Obediently keep God’s holy will.”
Sap. Service, Com. Prayer Sook.
“Mary you know we must try to do the will of 
God in all things?” said a lady to a decent, intel­
ligent, and well-read (we cannot say well-educated) 
Roman Catholic girl of about 25 years of age. 
“Yes, madam.” “Then take this Pocket-Bible, 
and read it every day, that you may learn the will 
of God,” She shrank modestly back and exclaim­
ed, “ Heaven forbid, dear lady.” “ Why Mary I 
you don’t think it wrong to read the Bible, do you ?” 
“ The priest says so, madam 1” “God's holy word, 
written by the inspiration of his Holy Spirit, and 
you refuse to read it, Mary?” “The priest says
I must not, madam; I have a book here with ex­
tracts from the Bible that I read.” “ And do you 
think that portion of it sufficient, Mary?” “ The 
priest says so, madam.” “ The priest says so!” ex­
claimed the lady indignantly; “ I would search the 
Scripture and learn God’s will for myself, and see
if the priest is right. Well, Mary, do you think 
if I love and serve my Saviour God to the best of 
my ability, that notwithstanding I shall be cast in­
to the lower regions, and be for ever miserable, 
because I am not a Roman Catholic?” “Heaven 
forbid, dear madam ! you are a good lady! but the 
priest says so. * Reader, you condemn poor Ma­
ry, no doubt, as an ignoramus and a bigot; but 
examine yourself and see if you may not be in alike 
situation. Instead of a priest, it may be, my fa­
ther says so, my mother says so, or my friend says 
so. We cannot conceive how there would be an 
unbeliever, a Unitarian, a Universalist, or a would- 
be Christian serving mammon, of giving away to evil 
tempers, if they studied the holy Bible in an inge­
nuous and impartial manner for themselves, and 
were totally uninfluenced by the errors of those 
who have gone before them contrary to the will 
of God. The will of God! His commandments, 
his decrees, and his ordinances. Episcopalian, re­
member you have vowed, “By God's help, 1 will 
obediently keep God’s holy will.” Then let us 
entreat you to search the sacred Scriptures for 
they are they which testify of Him; and to teach 
your children upon all occasions to examine the 
Bible, and see what that says, or they will be car­
ried about with every wind of doctrine. We heard 
a lady once say to another, “O do not do so, ye 
cannot serve God and mammon.” The other lady
replied, “All but lean; Mr.------says we can,
and he is very good.” Now if she would have 
looked to God’s Word instead of the opinion of 
her friend, she would have been safe. But the 
priest says so! “ Sunday is over at sun-set; there­
fore we may do as we please after the sun is set; 
for I heard Ma say the Sabbath is gone when even­
ing comes.” “And when I was in France,” re­
joined the child’s companion, “the Sabbath was 
over after Morning Service was ended; so it de­
pends upon what people think.” Oh teaeii your 
dear children better. Lead them to the holy oracles.
“God’s holy will”—awful have been tiie derelic­
tions from that, through the persuasion of friends. 
Those who iiave walked unhurt through the furnace 
of persecution with not even the “smell of the fire 
on their clothes,” keeping God’s holy will, and 
looking with a steadfast eye unto Jesus have fallen 
before the arts and flattery of their nearest friends. 
The soft and silvery tongue of persuasion has un­
dermined their sentiments, and instead of going to 
the revealed will of the Lord, and judging accor­
ding to its declarations, they have listened to the 
wisdom of man and made shipwreck of faith. Of 
such, aias ! were Miss Hill and Mr. Warren. She 
had gone steadily on her course for some time, till 
Jike a beautiful ship, lost between Scyila and Cha- 
rybdis, her faith was wrecked between the desire 
of her friends, to have her zn the world, and the 
false doctrine that all mankind would finally be 
saved; the wicked, after having been purified and 
sanctified by a few years residence with the devil 
and his unholy angels. Dear soul! had she kept 
God’s holy will, believed his word and his decrees'. 
one sentence from the book she affirmed was the 
word of truth, one declaration from Him, in whose 
lips she believed there was no guile, would cer­
tainly have convinced her of the fallacy of Uni- 
versalism. Jesus said, “It had been good for that 
man if he had not been born.” Matt, xxvi, 21.
* The identical words of the Roman Catholic girl, and pot 
given once more than she used them*
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Now surely, unless lie was to “go away into ever­
lasting punishment,” the Saviour would not 
have said it had been good if he had not been born. 
And undoubtedly it is good they were born, if even 
after suffering in Tophet for millions and millions 
of years, the wicked are at last received into hea­
ven. Therefore if we believe the sayings of the 
Lord Jesus Christ, our common sense will see, 
just from these few words, that the doctrine of the 
Universalist is not Scriptural.
Mr. Warren, from the same cause, not keeping 
God's holy will, but assenting to the will of insinu­
ating triends, destroyed the key-stone to the arch 
of faith, and demolished the only temple of refuge 
for his sinful soul—the divinity of the redeemer. 
Had he inquired of the inspired volume, the be­
loved Apostle would have told him, “The Word 
was God. All things were made by him, and with­
out him was not any thing made that was made. 
And the word was inade/Zcy/z and dwelt among 
us. The word was God, and the word was made 
flesh; therefore God was made flesh, or took our 
nature upon him; therefore the Saviour (who is 
called the word,) united in himself the divine and 
human natures. Great is the mystery of godli­
ness, God manifest in the flesh; but verily it is true. 
And the divinity of the Redeemer is mostconspicu- 
ously recorded by St. John, in the first chapter 
of his sacred history. Had he asked what, the 
Saviour said on this subject, he would have heard, 
“/ and my Father are one.” “Believe me, that I 
am in the Father and the Father in me.” And 
had Mr. Warren taken the declaration of the Lord, 
and not the word of man, he never would have 
committed the grievous sin of denying the Holy 
Ghost to be one with the Father and the Son. For 
though now we see through a glass darkly, that 
our faith may be exercised, yet we believe. And 
Mr. W. would have believed, (as he acknowledges 
his belief in the truth of the Bible) if he had ex­
amined the 20th of John, 22d verse, and heard 
the Saviour as “he breathed on the disciples, say, 
Receive ye the Holy Ghost;” would have believ­
ed that the Holy Gost dwelt in the Lord Jesus 
Christ, and consequently was one with the Father 
and the Son. And his belief (if after this it re­
quired any thing else) would have been confirm­
ed by hearing the Saviour command his disciples 
to “baptize all nations in the name of the Father 
and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost,” thus 
giving equal honour to the Holy Ghost with the 
Father, and telling all the w-orld that the Fa­
ther, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, were one and 
the same blessed God—Creator, Redeemer, and 
Sanctifier of those who will believe in the holy 
Trinity in unity, and shall inherit the kingdom of 
heaven. Oh, Episcopalian, keep God’s holy will; 
look with the single eye of simplicity and love 
into Ilis holy word, and you shall escape the 
snares of the devii. Christians, of whatever ortho­
dox creed, do the same: and though we may choose 
different paths, (different forms of worshipping the 
same Lord) they all lead to the house founded 
upon the rock; and we shall unite together there in 
songs of praise to Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, 
and crown him Lord of all.
“ The priest says so 1”—Parents guard your dear 
children against this error; tell them never to put 
any confidence in man's opinions, though when he 
publishes them from his lips, “sweet elocution 
Hows, soft as the fleeces of descending snows,” 
unless thev exactly agree with the word of God. 
And give them proof for every doctrine you incul­
cate from the same holy archives. For without 
studying the Bible we cannot know the will of the 
Lord.
A TEST OF GENUINE FAITH.
“The last distinguishing characteristic of the
true believer, which we shall mention, is, that he 
Jeareth God, and worketh righteousnesss. There 
are many people who say that they love the Lord 
Jesus Christ. We have their word for it, and that 
is all; they have professed religion, and made a 
declaration of their faith, and this is all they have 
ever done. And what is yet worse, it is all that 
they think necessary to be done, in order to be sav­
ed. Such people are deceived by a false profes­
sion. They profess that they know God, but in 
works they deny him—they say that they believe
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in the Son of God, and abide in him, but they walk 
not even as he walked—they are engaged in wick­
ed pursuits, they have no fear of God before their 
eyes, neither do they love righteousness—they 
have placed all their affections upon the world, 
they live in the flesh, and notwithstanding all their 
professions of love and friendship, they are the 
enemies of God, and daily transgress his holy will 
and commandments. This did not Christ—and 
no true believer in him will do it. He is one who 
feareth God and worketh righteousness, True 
Christian faith is an operative principle. It can­
not be hid. No man lighteth a candle, and put- 
teth it under a bushel; but on a candlestick, so 
that it giveth light to all that are in the house. So 
it is with the true believer; his light shineth before 
men so that they may see his good works. Here 
is the great test of all true religion. A man may 
seem religious, but if he is a worldly minded man, 
if he is covetous, if he has no feeling for the poor, 
despiseth his brother, and bridleth not his tongue, 
his religion is vain; he may say that he has faith, 
but if he has never proved his faith by his works, 
will his faith save him? He may boast of his 
knowledge, and talk much of his experience; if 
he is not distinguished by an honest and upright 
walk, he has no religion. The man who will de­
ny himself, take up his cross and follow Christ 
wherever he leads him, who is willing to serve God 
faithfully, do his work dilligently, in whatever sta­
tion he may be commanded to labor—he it is whom 
the Lord will own for his good and faithful servant. 
The man who adorns his profession with a holy 
walk and conversation, and leads a life of exem­
plary piety, who labours perseveringly and prays 
unceasingly for the salvation of souls and the glo­
ry of God, he alone deserves to be called a Chris­
tian. The man who lays aside every weight and 
the sins that so easily beset him, and runs with pa­
tience the race that is set before him, looking un­
to Jesus, following his example, walking as he walk­
ed, and persevering to the end—he it is whom 
Christ will acknowledge in the presence of God, 
before angels and men, and his true disciples.”— 
National Preacher.
LEGH RICHMOND’S DOMESTrc portrat 
HJRE.
Any thing connected with the name of Legh 
Richmond must be sure to attract interest. The 
object of the present volume is to show his char­
acter as a father, the method he pursued in edu­
cating his children, and the results of the system, 
as exhibited in the pious lives and happy deaths 
of three of them. The chief excellence exhibit­
ed by Mr; It. was in his fervent piety, which led 
him to place the spiritual interests of his children 
as the first thing to be attended to in every case. 
Aside from this, we should judge that the forma­
tion of their character is to be ascribed more to 
the wisdom of their mother, who appears to have 
possessed, a large portion of practical sense and 
sound judgment. The principal subject of inter­
est is the memoir of Mr. lt.’s second son, Wilber­
force. We intend, in a future number, to give an 
account of this young man in a separate article, 
and then to publish it in a form suitable for Sab­
bath School Libraries.
We give a single extract from one of the letters 
by which Mr. R. labored to establish the princi­
ples of his daughters.—N. Y. Evangelist.
“May my dear child be preserved from the de- 
'filements of a vain, dangerous and destroying world. 
You know not, and I wish you never may know’, 
its snares and corruptions. I was greatly affected 
in conversing with a family at------ , upon the mar­
riage of their daughter, under the following cir­
cumstances; the father was an exemplary clergy­
man, the mother a most pious woman; they had 
brought up a family with strict attention to reli­
gious precepts and principles, and they were not 
without hope that their daughter had some piety.
“ A young man of property, but of no decided 
religious principle, became acquainted with her. 
Inattentive to the affectionate duties which she 
owed to her excellent parents, their feelings, and 
their advice, she suffered her mind to be led away 
into an attachment towards the young man. The 
parents were aware that his general habits and 
view’s would be uicongenial to their wishes for a
daughter’s spiritual welfare, and theT^T^Z:
ed. However, the daughter so far obtained her 
wishes, that a very reluctant consent was given t 
the marriage. The daughter, gradually led awav 
into worldly company and amusements, has give), 
up even the outward profession of religion, and 
now lives as the world lives. Yet she is not hap 
py; and her parents are very unhappy. Tlle 
daughter cannot help remembering the example 
the exhortations, the prayers, the solicitudes, and 
the tears of her parents; but it is only with re. 
morse, which she strives to drown in worldly com- 
pany and carnal amusements. They wept over 
the case with me, which presents a proof of the 
consequences of young people giving way to hastv 
impressions, and yielding to connections not found- 
ed on a regard to the honor of God, gratitude to 
parents, and consistency with a religious profes. 
sion. How needful is it that Christian parents 
and Christian children, should be firm and consci­
entious in the important duty of encouraging con­
nections for life only on Christian principles’ what 
distress to families and what decays of hopeful 
character have resulted from a deficiency on this
point I Let me warn my dear M------against that
unbecoming levity, with which many young peo- 
pie treat these subjects. Evil communications 
corrupt good manners, very especially in this mat­
ter. The love of Christ is the only safe ground 
of all motives, and all conduct. Where this is es­
tablished all is well. The life-blood of Christiani­
ty then circulates through every vein of the soul; 
and health, strength, and purity of mind is the 
happy result. Fall down upon your knees before
God, my M-------, praying that he would pourfAat
love into your heart, till it become a constraining 
principle for the government of your thoughts 
and actions. This the only remedy for all the dis­
eases of the soul.”
VOCAL MUSIC.
From an interesting article on vocal music as a branch of 
common education, by Mr. Woodbridge, in the last number 
of the American Annals of Education. The system of Pfeif­
fer is that on which Mr. Ives prepared the music hook for the 
American Sunday-school Union.—Sunday School Journal.
Our interest in H>ie subject was redoubled, and 
music was presented in a new light on visiting the 
interior of Europe. It was with no small degree 
of surprise and delight that we found it in Germa­
ny and Switzerland, the property of the people, 
cheering their hours of labor, elevating their hearts 
above the objects of sense, which are so prone to ab­
sorb them, and filling the periods of rest and amuse­
ment with social and moral songs in-place of noise 
and riot and gambling.
But we were touched to the heart, when we heard 
its cheering, animating strains echoing from the 
walls of a school-room and enlivening the school 
boy’s hours of play, when we listened to the pea­
sant children’s songs as they went out to their morn­
ing occupation, and saw their hearts enkindled to 
the highest tones of music and poetry, by the set­
ting sun or the familiar objects of nature, each of 
which was made to echo some truth, or point to 
some duty, by an appropriate song.
We have heard them singing the “harvesthymn" 
as they went forth before daylight to gather in the 
grain. We have seen them assembled in groups at 
night, chanting a hymn of praise for the glories 
of the heavens, or joining in some patriotic chorus, 
or some social melody, instead of the frivolousand 
corrupting conversation which so often renders 
such meetings the source of evil. In addition to 
this, we visited communities where the youth had 
been trained from their childhood to exercise in 
vocal music, of such a character to elevate, instead 
of debasing the mind, and have found that it serv­
ed at the same time to cheer their social assemblies, 
in place of the noise of folly, or the poison cup of 
intoxication. We have seen the young men of such 
a community assembled to the number of several 
hundreds, from the circuit of twenty miles; and 
instead of spending a day of festivity in rioting and 
drunkenness, pass the whole time, with the excep­
tion of that employed in a frugal repast, and as#- 
cial meeting, in a concert of social, moral, and re 
ligious hymns, and devote the proceeds of the ex­
hibition to some object of benevolence. We could 
not but look back at the contrast presented onsimh»r
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occasions in our own country, with ablush of shame. 
We have visited a village, whose whole moral as­
pect was changed in a few years by the introduc­
tion of music of this character, even among adults; 
and where the aged were compelled to express 
their astonishment at seeing the young abandon 
their corrupting and riotous amusements, for this 
delightful and improving exercise.
We could not but ask ourselves the question, 
shall that which is deemed as essential to the edu­
cation of the poor in Germany, as reading, be 
thought too expensive a superfluity for the Ameri­
can people? Shall an acquisition which is found 
perfectly within the reach of European peasants, 
which serves to cheer their hours of fatigue and 
elevate their minds, and soften and purify their 
hearts, be considered too difficult or too refined 
for the yeomanry of the United States?
But we were still more surprised at the knowl­
edge of the science, which we discovered in the 
common people. In our early years, we were anx­
ious to understand and possess this power of amus­
ing and exciting, which to some extent we felt.— 
In common with our companions, we attended many 
successive “quarters at singing school,” the only 
privilege allowed to our nobler sex. But there 
ire found ourselves called upon to perform certain 
mechanical movements, at the sight- of certain 
signs, while we understood neither the reason nor 
I the connexion of our successive manoeuvres of the 
hand and voice. We attained, in this way, skill 
enough to amuse ourselves—to make us wish for 
more—and especially to make us desire the pow­
er of self-improvement. But the whole subject was 
wrapped up in a mass of technical terms, to which 
even our knowledge of Latin and Greek gave us 
no clew. We asked questions, when we knew 
how to ask them, in vain; and were compelled at 
length to the mortifying conclusion that the sub­
ject was too profound for our comprehension, and 
that it was reserved for the favoured few who pos­
sessed the “musical ear,” to fathom its mysteries. 
We gave it up in despair, and left the school with 
, little more than the cabalistical key to this noble 
science, which is found in the flats and sharps—“ If 
Fbe sharp, Mi is in F,”—and the other rules and 
definitions of our venerable singing nooks. What 
then was our astonishment at finding this mystery 
of mysteries perfectly level to the comprehension 
of every boy in a German or Swiss school, and to 
see them even write music, an acquisition which 
we and our school-fellows would have deemed a 
certain evidence of witchcraft in a school boy; not 
from dictation only, but from original conception, 
with nearly as much ease, and, as I was told, and 
should have judged from the performance of these 
airs, with nearly as much correctness as they could 
write German. We have been fortunate enough 
to obtain copies of several songs composed by pea­
sant girls in a village in Switzerland, whose only 
knowledge of music was derived from the occa­
sional instruction of their pastor, and as an evi­
dence of our assertion, we present the following 
expression of filial affection by one of these pupils 
to her second father.
[The music is inserted in the article.]
We enquired eagerly into the method of instruc­
tion, and some little light dawned even upon our 
mind. We visited Nageli, and spent some time in 
the family of Pfeiffer, the father of the new sys­
tem of instruction; and although ill health forbade 
us to attempt any practical acquisitions, we gained 
in a few conversations with Pfeiffer, more distinct 
conceptions of the nature and signs of music than 
in all our “ quarters at singing school.” We found 
that the science was as simple in its elements, as 
it is delightful in its influence. We discovered, 
that instead of being a mere round of mechanical 
efforts, requiring what is vulgarly called “ a knack” 
nt the art, which “came to” the possessor almost 
without his knowledge; its principles were more fix­
ed and rational, and its signs more intelligible and 
uniform, than those of the English tongue; and 
'ts practice even more easy than the pronunciation 
of a new language. We became satisfied that this 
Mystery of mysteries, this luxury among human 
enjoyments, was within the reach of all who were 
pot utterly destitute of the power of distinguish­
es sounds. We were convinced that vocal music 
was one of the most important branches of nation­
al education, especially among a free people; and 
from this moment we resolved that we would nev­
er cease to urge this subject upon our country­
men, until vocal music should become a branch of 
instruction in every school in the United States. 
We have labored to the utmost which the pressure 
of other duties would allow us, for this object, and , 
have been happy enough to see it taken up by oth­
er and abler hands, by whose means, we trust, it' 
will be sooner or later accomplished.
We received from Professor Pfeiffer a copy 
of his valuable work; and procured every other 
we found adapted to promote the improved me­
thod of instruction, or to furnish the appropriate 
kind of music. We were fortunate enough to find, 
at our former residence, a teacher who had made 
many advances towards a rational method of teach­
ing—Mr. Ives, now of Philadelphia, and who heard 
and transcribed, with apparent delight, the devel­
opments of elementary music, translated in daily 
portions from the system of Pfeiffer. We had 
soon the happiness of seeing them carried into ef­
fect by his gatuitous and zealous labors in several 
schools, by means of the lessons and cards pre­
pared by Nageli; and in a few months, we heard 
juvenile performances and juvenile concerts, which 
reminded us of the schools that had first excited 
our attention. The course of instruction was di 
vested of the mystery and dryness which is usu­
ally found; the children were more deeply inter­
ested than in any of their studies, and not less sue • 
cessful: although the progress in the mere me­
chanical knowledge, was not, perhaps, so striking 
as it often is. The attempt was made to teach 
the elements scientifically to a class in an infant 
school; and so complete was the success of Mr. 
Ives in this plan, that a professional musician, who 
heard them after a few weeks’ instruction, observ­
ed, in a letter on this subject, “I entered upon 
the examination of the system with some preju­
dices; but the more I examined it, the more I 
was convinced of its superiority over the common 
method, especially in the simple manner in which 
the principles of music are presented to the mind 
of a child. The pupils of the infant school which 
I visited, after a short period of instruction in 
rhythm (time) only, ourpasspd inaccuracy of time 
our ordinary choirs of singers.” We have since 
seen and heard with increasing pleasure, the suc­
cess of Mr. Ives in training large classes in Phila­
delphia, whose performance has produced general 
delight; andjhave been gratified by the appearance 
of the Elementary Singing Book, in which the gen­
eral principles of Pfeiffer are embodied. The con­
trast of the system with those of our former sing­
ing-books, in point of simplicity and interest is 
striking.
In 1830, we were permitted to present this sub­
ject in a lecture, before the American Institute of 
Instruction, at its first anniversary. More than 
one teacher, we are informed, was led to intro­
duce music into his school, as we have since heard, 
with happy results, by the simple exhibition of the 
principles and facts we had learned, and the inter­
esting performances of some of the German airs 
by a small juvenile class, taught by Mr. Mason, of 
Boston.
A DILIGENT STUDENT.
The editors of the Christian Advocate and Journal annex 
the following remarks to a communication in their paper. 
They are worthy the attention of ministers and students.— 
Episcopal Recorder.
It called to our minds some parts of the expe­
rience of one with whom we are most intimately 
acquainted; particularly in regard to study, and 
visiting from house to house. This one left his 
home as an itinerant preacher at about eighteen. 
He set himself to read carefully, writing notes at 
the same time, the works of Mr. Wesley, particu­
larly his Sermons and notes on the New Testament. 
—These he carried with him and read, allowing no 
book or paper (but his Bible) to draw him off un­
til he was through. Then, in the same way, he 
read Fletcher’s Checks, and Dr. Clarke’s Com-! 
mentary on the Pentateuch, and New Testament.1 
These impressed his mind with a consistent and 
clear view of theology: so that when he preached | 
a sermon to-day he did not contradict it to-mor-I 
row, This course fixed theology as a system in1
his tnind. He then saw the necessity of' having 
the command of words and language to express 
his views. He set himself to learn the English 
Grammar, and, aided by his colleague, he accom­
plished this study in one year, travelling a large 
laborious circuit. He made it a point to commit 
a portion of his grammar lesson as he rode on 
horseback to his appointment. After having mas­
tered the English Grammar, lie saw the necessity 
of general information, and a copious and power­
ful style, (such as he could attain to.) He there­
fore set himself to more general reading—such as 
Stackhouse’s Body of Divinity, Newton on the 
Prophecies, Rollin’s Ancient History, &c. which 
gave him a taste for the Latin and G’reek langua­
ges; and he set about the first with all diligence, 
aided somewhat by private instruction. lie got 
through the grammar, every word of which he 
wrote down with a pen, and committed to memo­
ry—so of the Greek Grammar (i. e. the declen­
sions of nouns, conjugations of verbs, definitions, 
rules, &c.)—then through Caesar’s Commentaries, 
then Virgil, then Horace, &c.; then, in Greek, 
Lucian’s Dialogues, Graeca Minora and Majora, 
and Homer. By this time science came in view, 
and he Zook a peep into moral philosophy, natu­
ral philosophy; the lower branches of mathemat­
ics, chemistry, mineralogy, and geology, and now 
and then attended medical lectures, all to gather 
some knowledge to press into the cause of the 
ministry of Christ. lie thinks it had a tendency 
not only to give him enlarged and consistent views 
of theology but also to elevate the mind, to 
strengthen it, and correct and quicken the taste ; 
and all this, he hopes, without vanity, pedantry, 
or show.
Now, as he did this while on circuits and in sta­
tions, discharging the duties of a preacher, the 
question is, How did he do it? Simply in this 
way; he always carried the book or hooks he was 
studying about with him, and did not let any new 
book or popular tale call him away from his hook 
of study. He rose early, walked abroad, washed 
often in the running brook, (in the circuit,) made 
his own fires in towns, and sat down to his hooks 
before breakfast—and then after breakfast, til! 
dinner, when he visited his flock, if in a town, or 
rode on to his appointment, if in the circuit; and 
in this case after his sermon and services were 
over, he sat down to read, and would not talk with 
those who stayed to talk, unless they had business, 
—The people soon saw he loved his books, gave 
up to his practices, provided a room and candles, 
when they had them, and when not, were silent, 
and made the fire burn and give him light to read. 
He visited not, except on duties, took no teas or 
dinners abroad, to consume whole evenings or af­
ternoons, and always got a support; and so went 
on, as he says, and may tell hereafter whether he 
is going on still.
It is an astonishing tiling to see, how, under fre­
quency of prayer and a seeming fervency therein, 
many of us are at a stand as to visible thriving in 
fruits of grace, and it is to be feared without any 
increase of strength in the root of it; and, which 
is yet more astonishablc, men abide in the duty of 
prayer, and that in constancy, in their families and 
otherwise, and yet live in known sins: and the 
fault and guilt is wholly their own, who have effect­
ed a consistency between a way in sinning and a 
course in praying : and it ariseth from hence, that 
they have never laboured to fill up their requests 
with grace. No man was ever absolutely prevail­
ed on by sin, who prayed for deliverance accord­
ing to the mind of God. Every praying man that 
perisheth was an hypocrite: the faithfulness of 
God in his promises will not allow us to judge 
otherwise. For men to be earnest in prayer and 
thriftless in grace, is a certain indication of preva­
lent corruption, and want of being spiritually- 
mind-ed in prayer itself. He who prays as he 
ought will endeavour to live as he prays. To 
pray earnestly and live carelessly, is to proclaim 
that a man is not spiritually-minded in his prayer, 
We may hear prayers sometimes that openly dis­
cover themselves to spiritual sense to he the la­
bour of the brain by the help of gifts, in memory 
and invention, without any evidence of any mix­
ture of humility, reverence, or godly fear, without
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any acting of faith and love: they flow as wine, 
yet smell and taste of the unsavory cask from 
whence they proceed.—Owen.
For the Gambier Observer. 
MOSAIC GEOLOGY.
Let us now consider the first created rock, as 
we have considered the first created bone and the 
first created wood. Rocks are by the mineral ge­
ologists, looked upon as the first and most solid 
bones of this globe, forming in some measure, the 
skeleton, and as it were, the rough frame work of 
the earth. They are also said to be stamped with 
the Character of a formation altogether crystal­
line, as if they were really the product of a tran­
quil aggregation; though the sensible appearan­
ces of rocks which suggest crystallization to the 
Wernerian, and petrifaction to the Huttonian, are 
exactly of the same authority with those which 
suggest the preceding erroneous conclusions res­
pecting bones and wood, and, it may be added, 
the erroneous conclusions of the peasant who, 
from sensible appearances, infers that the sun ac­
tually sets at night in the ocean, and again in the 
morning rises over the hills.
It has been objected, that if Mr. Penn’s reason­
ing be just, how are we to explain the regularity 
of the beds in which we now find rocks disposed? 
and how are we to account for the diversified co­
lors and structures of granite, sandstone, and ba­
salt ?
To the first it is replied, “precisely in the same 
way as you explain the regularity of the plates in 
the sheilof the first tortoise, or the regular suc­
cessive compartments in the pulp of the first or­
ange.” To the second,—“ that these colors and 
structures are not more different from each other 
than the wool of the first sheep, the hair of the 
first dog, and the fur of the first squirrel; and 
when the mineral geologist can tell Mr. Penn why 
and how the skin of the first lion was plain, the 
skin of the first tiger striped, and the skin of the 
first leopard spotted, then will he tell him why 
marble differs from sandstone, and chalk from 
flint; and how and why chalk is white, basalt 
black, and rock crystal transparent.
The author concludes from the argument, that 
rocks were not formed by deposition nor melting, 
but at once by the fiat of the Great Creator in the 
same way as animals and plants were formed; and, 
from the record of Moses, he infers that, at their 
first formation, the rocks were wholly covered 
with water, though not the fanciful chaotic ocean, 
but the salt waters of the sea. It is here that the 
record, he thinks triumphs over the pure supposi­
tion of the theorist, who, though he confesses his 
ignorance, continues to flounder on through the 
muddy waters of conjecture.
These arguments appear ingenious, and so far 
just; but do not prove enough; for, though they 
account for the regularity of rocks and diver­
sity of color and structure, they do not explain 
the convulsions which have in so many places, 
left the rocks shattered and in ruins.
But Mr. Pcnr., who is a pupil of the celebrated 
Saussare, is too good a Geologist, and has been too 
long among the Alps and Pyrenees, to omit this 
important point; but he explains it from the Mo­
saic record, and not from a fancied succession of 
deluges as the Wernerians do. He proceeds, 
“that though the earth was created on the first 
day,” it was “invisible and unfurnished,” not 
“without form and void,” as our translation has it; 
and the sea continued to cover the rocks till the 
third day, when God said, “Let the waters under 
the heaven be gathered together into one place, 
and let the dry land appear,” and it was so. From 
this he very plausibly infers, that to provide a ba­
sin for the waters, in order to collect them into 
one place, a violent disruption and deepening of 
the solid crust of the earth must have taken place, 
and its solid frame work burst, fractured, and sub­
verted in all those parts where depression was re­
quired to produce the deep bed of the ocean. As 
this first revolution of the earth happened before 
the creation of plants and animals, it explains the 
circumstance of none of their remains being now 
found in the rocks called primitive.
And it appears from the sublime history given
in the civ. Psalm that it was a crisis of stupendous 
and terrible convulsion, when the waters of the 
sea were fixed in their channel, and the dry land 
and its mountains elevated above the level of the 
great deep.”
There are of course points of Geology which 
this does not account for—e. g. the formation of I 
conglomerate rocks, evidently formed from others 
—fragments of trees enclosed in sandstone, the 
formation of coal &c. &c. But these and similar 
phenomena Mr. Penn explains by the second 
grand revolution—the deluge of Noah, and the 
circumstances which precede it, from the creation 
onwards.
It is important to recollect, that the period from 
the creation to the deluge was more than sixteen 
hundred and fifty years, and, during that time, it 
is obvious that immense beds of shells would be 
formed in the sea, and not only so, but very prob­
ably would afterwards be covered with beds of 
sand, clay, or mud, and cemented together by the 
glutinous matter of the animals themselves.—Sim­
ilar circumstances would also tend to cover, with 
extensive deposits, the moss-beds of sea-weeds, 
corals, sponges, and other marine productions 
then existing. It is, also, to be remarked, that 
the constant tides and storms of the sea, would 
tend to wear down the rock exposed to their ac­
tion, and thence would form immense beds of 
sand, gravel, and clay, all of which would, of 
course, exist in the bed of the ocean at the time 
of the deluge. And, all Geologists agree that 
the immense beds of the above substances which 
now cover the earth’s surface have been formed 
in the bosom of a tranquil water, and have been 
exposed by its retreat or removal. Now Mr. 
Penn finds it recorded by Moses, that the former 
earth was altogether destroyed, and a new earth 
raised from the bottom of the former sea.* The 
record states, that, in consequence of the wicked­
ness of man being great, God resolved to destroy 
“man and beast”—“all flesh, together with the 
earth" excepting only Noah and liis family and a 
select number of animals.
All previous geologists have overlooked the 
words “together with the earth;”—but St. Peter 
was well aware of the force of the passage when ‘ 
he says expressly, “the world which then was, 1 
perished, being overflowed with water;” and Job ’ 
also says, the earth’s foundations “ were destroyed 1 
by a flood of water;” and, in another place, “he 
sendeth forth his waters and they destroy the 
earth.” What is no less conclusive, is the prom­
ise given after the deluge.—“Neither shall there 
be any more a flood to destroy the earth.” And 
therefore he infers that a second earth, or, (a 
body of land) was produced at the deluge, and 
that it was upon the mountains of the new earth 
that the ark rested. It will also follow, that 
if the first earth, or dry land, was formed by 
the breaking up of the first created rocks, in 
order to form a basin for the retreat of the wa­
ters, it is highly probable that the second earth, 
on which we now live, was formed in the same
* The relative proportion of dry land to the Ocean, as it 
at present exists, is such, that nearly three fourths of the whole 
surface of the globe may be assigned to the latter. Of the 
former, the configuration is very various, presenting the great­
est surface in the Northern hemisphere. Although the land 
sometimes rises high above the level of the sea, according to 
our general ideas on such subjects, it is, in reality, but slightly 
removed above that level, when considered, as it should be, 
with reference to the radius of the earth.
1 be superficies of the Pacific Ocean alone is estimated as 
somewhat greater than that, of the whole dry land with which 
we are acquainted. Dry land can only be considered as so 
much of the rough surface of our globe as may happen, for 
the time, to be above the level of the waters, beneath which it 
may again disappear, as it has done already.
Laplace calculated that the mean depth of the ocean was a 
small fraction of twenty-five miles, the difference produced in 
the diameters of the earth by the flattening of the poles.—It 
has been variously estimated at between two and three miles.
Tiie mean height of the dry land above the ocean-level does 
not exceed two miles, but probably falls far short of it; there­
fore assuming two miles as the mean depth of the ocean, the 
waters occupying three fourths of the earth’s surface, the 
present dry land might be distributed over the bottom 
of the ocean, in such a manner that the surface of the 
globe would present a mass of waters;—an important possi­
bility, for, with it at command, every variety of the superficial 
distribution of land and water may be imagined, and conse­
quently every variety of organic life, each suited to the vari­
ous situations and climates under which it would be placed.
manner by elevating the basin of the first sea. oi 
by depressing and breaking up the crust of the 
first land. The earth, therefore, which we now 
inhabit, constituted the bed of the ocean for six­
teen hundred and fifty years, and was also washed 
by the waters of the deluge for nearly one year. 
These two circumstances will account well for the 
immense beds of marine shells found both in the 
soil and in rocks, in all parts of the world hitherto 
explored,—a circumstance which has induced ge­
ologists, of the most opposite opinions on other 
points, to agree unanimously that the present land 
was formerly covered by the sea. Before Mr. 
Penn gave us his views of the event, it was never 
imagined that the former antediluvian land was 
now the bed of the ocean, and our land its chan­
nel. It was only said that the water of the del­
uge, by washing over our land, had produced the 
great masses of shells and gravel which we now 
find, though the space of twelve months was pro­
bably too small for producing such an effect. 
Moreover the Mosaic record expressly says that 
“all the fountains of the great deep were broken 
up;” and, when the waters were assuaged, the 
same “fountains” were “stopped.” In corrobo­
ration of this, there is the ample evidence of the 
present appearance of rocks, precipices, and moun­
tains, which exhibit every where the marks of con­
vulsion and ruin,—vast ravines bounded by frac­
tured walls, alpine pyramids of granite, with 
their summits rent and ruined—the whole face of 
a country covered with gravel and soil and huge 
blocks of stone, which have been detached from 
their native rocks and worn smooth by water,—all 
most eloquent witnesses of this great catastro­
phe.
EVAN’S SERMONS.
In the British Critic for January last is a review of Ser­
mons on the Christian Life and Character, by Arthur B. Evans, 
D. D. The following is an extract:
“YOUR SIN WILL FIND YOU OUT.”
But there is a truth, a fact, attending sin, which, 
though not miraculous, yet if ever present to the 
mind and imagination of the sinner, would effec­
tually restrain him. It is this: Upon every occa­
sion of ein, when his heart is bent upon its idol; 
when the will leads him headlong to guilt; when 
his passions are excited and he has availed him­
self of the time, and means, and opportunity; 
when his purpose is concealed from man, and he 
is delighted with his secrecy, and the darkness or 
solitariness of his retirements;—let him then look 
up, and mark above him a beaming eye of vigil­
ance and vengeance, which surveys his very in­
most soul. There it is,—bent upon him,—watch­
ing him,—following him. ‘The darkness is no 
darkness to that eye.’ It penetrates the strong 
bolds of sin in the blackness of midnight; brings 
with it a noon-day light into the recesses of villa- 
ny and debauchery: neither sleeps nor slumbers 
and fixes a steadfast, and awfully indignant, look 
upon the hidden acts of the audacious and disobe­
dient. That eye, my brethren, is the searching 
Providence of Him, to whom all hearts are open, 
all desires known, and from whom no secrets are 
concealed.’ Its prying glance pursues each of us: 
sees all the machinations of the wicked mind, the 
subterfuges of the crafty, and the retired lurking 
places of artful hypocrisy and unbelief. It per­
ceives the stratagems, by which you would silence 
conscience, and retain sin. It is intent upon your 
inclinations, your thoughts, and projects, every 
instant of yourlives. It superintends you at the 
feast, and in the hour of mirth. It watchesyou 
in your business, and during your devotions. It 
is about your path, and around your bed. Thus 
ever present with you, what manner of life should 
you lead? If that eye be extreme to mark what 
is done, or even thought, amiss by you, which of 
you shall be able to abide it? Yet in its justice, 
be it remembered, it does mark every thing; and. 
but for the merits of Christ operating in your be­
half, only upon true repentance, punish all. Act, 
then, under this conviction,. On all occasions 
shrink before that all seeing eye. Check the ri­
sing thought, the distant tendency to sin. Es­
chew evil, and do good. Or, if at any time you 
shall have engaged in iniquity, look to where it 
beholds you,—retrace the steps to ruin,—and fall
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down aud kneel before the Lord your Maker, the 
jealous God, and by repentance, through faith, 
make your peace with him. So shall you not be 
guilty of the great offence, and iniquity shall not 
be your ruin.”
COLONY OF LIBERIA.
From the first number of a new monthly periodical, entitled
“The Colonizationist and Journal of Freedom,” just publish­
ed in Boston, we copy the following account of the colony of 
Liberia__ N Y. Observer.
The cause of African colonization never was 
more prosperous or more promising than at the 
present moment. In all its departments this is the 
case: it is so abroad, and it is so at home.
In regard to the colony, a degree of success 
has, on the whole, attended its efforts on the Afri­
can coast, to which, in the language of Mr. Cres­
son, ‘the annals of colonization may be triumphant­
ly challenged for a parallel!’ Since the date of 
this declaration of our able friend in England, the 
population of the colony has been increased by 
more than one half,nearly eight hundred emigrants 
having been carried out during the year imme­
diately preceding the first of January last. Other 
accessions to its establishments, during the same 
period, are among the most important which have 
taken place. Very satisfactory arrangements have 
been effected by the colonial agent for the settle­
ment of Grand Bassa, a tract of country which, 
in regard to its climate, soil, situation, and produc­
tions of all kinds, is proved to he inferior to no 
other district on the whole coast: a valuable ter­
ritory on the western banks of the St. John’s riv­
er, with four large islands within the river, addi­
tional to the immense tract purchased by Mr. Ash- 
mun, have not only been peaceably obtained of 
the natives, but the latter have pledged themselves, 
—such seems to be their anxiety to associate and 
trade with the Liberians,—to erect suitable build­
ings, at their own expense, for the accommodation 
of the first emigrants. At the time we are writ­
ing, this promising settlement is doubtless already 
commenced.
If farther appears that possession has also been 
obtained of a large tract of land at Grand Cape 
Mount, a point on the coast about as far north From 
the main settlement at Monrovia, as Grand Bassa 
is south. The exports of the natives have here 
tofore been from $60,000 to $70,000 per annum. 
The fine territory now ceded, is situated at a short 
distance from the sea, on the shore >f a lake, about 
twenty miles in length, navigable for small vessels, 
and into which flow several rivers, affording impor­
tant facilities for commerce with the interior. The 
chiefs of the country, who are thought to be more 
advanced in civilization than any other south of 
Sierra Leone, have granted an unquestionable title 
to this land, on the sole condition that settlers shall 
be placed on it, and that schools shall be establish­
ed for the benefit of native children. Some of 
these chiefs, having obtained the rudiments of an 
English education in Liberia, expressed earnest 
desires that the benefits of instruction should be 
afforded to their countrymen: and the young men 
declared their purpose of submitting to the laws 
of the Colony, and their willingness to make fur­
ther grants of land, to any extent, desired, when­
ever the terms of the present negotiation shall have 
been fulfilled. The spot selected for a settlement 
is said to be healthy, and the soil capable of pro­
ducing almost every thing of value that grows 
within the tropics.
The agriculture of the Colony was never so 
thrifty as at the present time. Heretofore it has 
been to some extent neglected, as is always the 
case with new colonies; but the most vigorous mea­
sures have been recently adopted by the mana­
gers for its encouragement and permanent prosper- 
Jty> and these efforts are attended with great suc­
cess. Io the cultivation of coffee, especially—of 
which the first quality abounds spontaneously in 
lhis latitude—the attention of several of the most 
re^ectable colonists has been turned; and 20,000 
coffee trees have been planted by a single individu­
al (a colored gentleman.) The gardens and farms 
* the recaptured Africans, at their two beautiful
’^e villages near Caldwell, are in so prosperous 
as'ate that ‘they not only raise sufficient for their 
0Hnconsumption,’ says the Colonial agent, ‘but a
considerable surplus for the market.” At one 
of these villages the same gentleman speaks of ob­
serving a tract of one hundred acres planted with 
casada, interspersed with parcels of Indian corn 
and sweet potatoes.
The commerce of theColony,in 1831, greatly ex­
ceeded that of any former year; within that period 
forty six vessels, visited the post of Monrovia, and 
the exports were nearly $90,000. But from the 
last Report we learn that while fifty-nine vessels 
had visited the port during the year preceding last 
May, the exports during the same period (consist­
ing chiefly of cam-wood, ivory, and palm-oil, tor­
toise shell and gold,) amounted to $125,549 16— 
of imports, to $80,000—and the merchandize and 
produce on hand on the 1st of January, 1832, to 
$47,000. New avenues have been recently open­
ed with the interior tribes. Caravans from a con­
siderable distance have visited the country. The 
Dey people, who number from six to eight thou­
sand occupyingthe coast immediately north of Mon­
rovia, have in treaty agreed to allow a free passage 
to the colony through their territories. There is 
now a commercial connection extending from our 
settlement even to the borders of Foota Jallo.
It perhaps sufficiently indicates the moral con­
dition of the colony, that three churches have 
been erected during the past year; and that there 
are now six day schools for children, and one even­
ing school for adults, comprising in all 226 pupils. 
Two female schools, taught by well qualified teach­
ers, whose salaries are paid by ladies of Philadel­
phia, are attended by 99 pupils. Among the re­
captured Africans, also, a school is about to com­
mence, under the patronage of the same ladies; 
and a Sunday school already exists. Towards the 
foundation of a high school, $2,000 have been re­
cently given by Mr. Sheldon of New-York, and 
$400 by the Hon. C. F. Mercer, of Virginia. The 
Massachusetts State Society, at its last annual 
meeting, voted to appropriate $400 per annum, 
for the salary of a competent male instructor at 
Liberia, and half that sum for a female. 'This is 
well. It is more important to establish thorough­
ly the moral and intellectual character of the co­
lony, and especially of the rising generation, than 
even to ovtond file settlements themselves. The 
managers have taken a view of this subject, which 
merits the warmest sanction of all the friends of 
education, the friends of republicanism, the friends 
of freedom and truth. Whatever be the number 
of the emigrants, let their character be such, or 
let it be made such, as may serve fitly for the foun­
dation stone whereon in after times, shall rest the 
firmest liberties of that continent and the noblest 
glory of this. Slow though the building of the 
edifice may be,—and so has been the growth of 
every empire under heaven,—let it be sure and let 
it be strong. No man will enquire, a century hence, 
how many colonists were carried out in any given 
twelve months. Let it be built for the use of pos­
terity, and for the praise of history. Let it be 
raised as the pyramids were raised, and it shall stand 
as the pyramids have stood. The light of orient 
civilization shall shine again, like the sunrise, upon 
its sides; and the last rays of freedom’s western 
orb, many an age hence, when our own republic 
will live but in name, shall still ‘linger and play 
on its summit.’
HORSE-RACING.
During the last week, the road from this city to 
Columbia has been thronged by multitudes going 
to, and returning from the Races. Gamblers of 
every age and color, from the hoary headed vete­
ran in guilt, to the early ruined stripling have had 
a jubilee. Yes, our hearts have been pained to 
see scores of boys, with no father or friend to re­
strain them, moving on with excited expectations 
to mingle in the corrupting temptations of the race- 
ground. And then, to see them on their return, 
reeling, uttering horrid oaths, repeating the say­
ings and doings of abandoned men, on the field; 
blessing this horse and cursing that; occasionally 
stopping at a grocery or miscalled tavern to treat 
or be treated, and then fighting about money lost 
and won, no one could doubt but the poison had 
taken deep root, and only needed a few years of 
cultivation at the Circus, Theatre and Horse-race, 
to produce abundant fruit. No one could doubt
but that these elements of evil, only needed the 
combining and strengthening process of a few 
years, to fill our houses with thieves, our streets 
with robbers, our cities with conflagrations, and 
our prisons with felons.
On the race-ground, as we are informed, there 
was the usual amount of gambling, cursing, fight­
ing, and drunkenness.—The usual number of digni­
fied immortal beings, experienced great satisfac­
tion, in seeing two or three brutes run!! There 
was also, we believe, rather an unusual number of 
broken bones and bruised heads, from the over­
turning and smashing of carriages, and beating of 
fists.
Here, we must end our report of the doings of 
these famous ‘three days! If it does not satisfy 
all who participated in ‘the sublime sports’ of the 
occasion, we pledge ourselves to publish a correct 
history of all that occurred on the ground, if any 
of the horse-racing gentry will furnish it.— Cin­
cinnati Journal.
Prom the Episcopal Recorder. 
IIENGSTENBERG’S CIIHISTOLOGY.
Mr. Editor: I take great pleasure in informing 
you, that the above valuable work is in the pro­
cess of translation from the German, by our high­
ly esteemed brother, the Rev. Reuel Keith, D. 
D. Professor of Systematic Theology in the Epis­
copal Seminary of Virginia. It is a work design 
ed, as its title indicates, to display the doctrine of 
the Holy Scriptures in reference to the person and 
character of Christ. Professor Hengstenberg, of 
the University in Berlin, has been selected, as I 
might say, to exhibit on the part of the orthodox 
divines of Germany, this view of the real doctrines 
of the Scripture, in opposition to that faintly con­
cealed system of Infidelity, which has gained so 
much ground, under the title of Rational Chris­
tianity. He has accomplished this undertaking, 
so far as we have had an opportunity of examin­
ing in this country, with remarkable talent and 
learning, and with very great success. Only the 
first volume of the work has yet reached us, the 
translation of which Dr. K. has nearly completed 
and will be prepared to publish in the course of 
the present summer. It contains the most trium­
phant vindication of the Deity of the Messiah 
as displayed in the Prophecies of the Old Testa­
ment and opens views of his real character which 
will highly commend themselves to the minds of 
your pious readers. The work is admirably cal­
culated for general reading among serious students 
of the Bible, as well as for professed Theological 
students. Dr. K. has conferred a great favor upon 
the religious community, by preparing it for univer­
sal profit in our own language. Some specimens 
of the translation at a considerable length, I have 
had the privilege of reading, and feel fully con­
fident that the translator will not be deceived in 
his hope of presenting an acceptable offering to 
the Christian public. There never was a time, 
when there was more demand for accurate Scrip­
tural knowledge, and attention to the real revela­
tions of the Bible, to stem the influence of Infi­
delity than the present. I trust this attempt to add 
to testimonies among us for the truth, will be encour­
aged and that our clergy and laity will be glad to avail 
themselves of the privilege of reading in their own 
language, this most important defence of the true 
doctrine of the oracles of God. S. H. T.
HUMBLE HEARER.
A torch may be lighted by a candle and a knife 
be sharpened by an unpolished stone; so Mr. Hil- 
dersham used to say, “that he never heard any 
faithful minister in his life, that he was so mean 
but he could discover some gift in him that was 
wanting in himself, and could receive some profit 
by him.”
Prayer is chiefly a heart work: God heareth the 
heart without the mouth, but never heareth the 
mouth acceptably without the heart. T our prayer 
is odious hypocrisy, mocking God, and taking his 
name in vain, when you utter petitions for the corn- 
inn of his kingdom and the doing his will, and yet 
hate holiness in your heart. This is lying un­
to God and flattering him with your lips; but no 
true prayer; and so God takes it.—Marshal.
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Ordained in Louisville, Ky., on the 28th April, by the 
Rt. Rev. B. B. Smith, Mr. Dexter Potter, a candidate in 
this Diocese, to the order of Deacons. Mr. Potter has taken 
charge of the parish at Portsmouth, which the Rev. Mr. Cas- 
wall has been obliged to resign on account of ill health.
Convention of South-Carolina.—In our notice of the 
proceedings of this body a few weeks since, we were led into 
the inadvertency of speaking of the « Young Men’s Msssiona- 
ry Society” as the Missionary Society of the Diocese, and thus 
conveying an erroneous impression. We are glad to publish 
the following correction from the Gospel Messenger:—
There are three Missionary Societies in the Diocese of South- 
Carolina: the “Ladies’ Domestic Missionary Society” sup­
ports one Missionary in Charleston, at the Church for the 
poor; the “Society for the advancement of Christianity in 
South-Carolina” has in its employ, or will soon have, eight 
Missionaries—the “ Young Men’s Missionary Society” had 
last year‘only one Missionary Station.’ The error was in 
supposing the latter, the (that is the only) Missionary Society 
in the Diocese.
Presbyterian Education Society.—The cause of minis­
terial education is exciting deep interest in our own Church. 
The following facts from the 5th annual report of the above 
named Society, furnished by the New-York Observer, will af­
ford us grounds for additional encouragement, and excite to 
greater exertion.
This society was formed in 1818, and has aided in obtaining 
an education for the ministry, six hundred and seventy-nine 
YOUNG MEN.
Number Now under Patronage.—The applications for aid 
during the past year have been more numerous, and the drafts 
upon the treasury greater than during any former year, but the 
liberality of the Christian public has supplied the society with 
the means of meeting promptly all demands, and no worthy 
applicant has been rejected.
After deducting the number licensed to preach, and the 
beneficiaries transferred to the American Education Society, 
there remain at present under patronage four hundred and 
SEVENTY-ONE.
New Applications.—The whole number of new applicants 
received to patronage during the year was one hundred and 
sixty-two.
Number Licensed to Preach.—The number of young men 
who have during the year finished their studies with approba­
tion, and have been commissioned to preach the gospel, is 25; 
of whom three have devoted themselves to the work of foreign 
missions; and it is an interesting fact, disclosed by a recent 
examination of the subject, that of those who have been and 
now are successful foreign missionaries, full two-thirds were 
aided by Education Societies in their preparatory studies.
Amount of Earnings.—The last report stated that the earn­
ings of the beneficiaries amounted to $2,882. This year the 
amount has been greatly increased.
The average amount earned by each individual is twenty- 
eight dollars and forty cents. Of the whole sum, $1,831 80 
(more than three-fourths) were earned by manual labor, 
without turning aside from the regulations and hours of stu­
dy, and the remainder ($1,4,72 24) by school-keeping. The 
directors regard these facts as highly creditable to the men un­
der patronage, and as giving promise that our future missiona­
ries and ministers will be men of nerve, inured to hardships 
and trained for noble enterprise.
Receipts and Expenditures..—From the report of the Treas­
urer, it appears that at the commencement of the year there 
was a balance in hand of $385 93
There has been since received 23,028 63
Making a total of 24,,014, 56
If to tins sum be added the earnings of the beneficiaries, 
which may be justly regarded as contributions to the cause, 
it would make the grand total, $.‘10,518 60.
Other Education Societies.'—The directors continue to cher­
ish the kindest feelings towards all sister institutions. 'They 
know that the field is large and needs increased labor properly 
to cultivate it. The demand for men is greater than all the 
Education Societies can at present supply. Nor are they ig­
norant of the fact that an honest difference of opinion exists 
among wise and good men as to the best mode of conducting 
this delicate and difficult work; but this difference is not so 
vital that it should separate friends or prevent a mutual joy in 
each other’s success. The great cause is one. Therefore we 
rejoice and will rejoice in all the success which has crowned 
the labors of other societies We regard the cause of educa­
ting men for the sacred ministry too important and the souls 
of perishing millions too valuable to permit any other rivalry 
than to provoke one another to love and good works. It has 
therefore beqn the constant aim of the directors never to in­
terfere with the operations of other societies,—to leave un- 
tpuched the ground already occupied by them, and in all 
things to promote the peace of the church.
Let this spirit animate us in the same cause. Let Episco­
palians awake to its importance, and labor with the same zeal 
in its promotion, and the same results may be expected. One 
fact in the above is worthy of particular notice. It is the in- ! 
creased amount of the earnings of beneficiaries by manual la- 
bor. We have looked to this as likely to be eventually the ‘ 
main dependence of the church in bringing into the field a ;
numerous and effective ministry. We are confident much 
may be done in this wav, and facts like the above encourage us 
to hope that ere long much will be done.
Wiclif.—The steps by which long-cherished errors are dri­
ven from their hold on the human mind, are always more or 
less slow. Especially when they are strongly interwoven with 
the prejudices of education, and sustained by the general prac­
tice of mankind, a more than ordinary integrity and strength 
of mind are requisite to burst their shackles. Reformers have 
therefore a more difficult task to perform than is commonly 
supposed, and they are not so much to be censured for still 
continuing in bondage to some delusions, as to be commended 
and admired for having discovered and thrown aside so many. 
None, but one like our Saviour, infallible and all-wise, could 
at once detect every false principle in a prevailing system, and 
distinctly set forth “ the precious from the vile.” The very 
caution which becomes a fallible enquire after truth, will ren­
der him slow in condemning error, and may continue him a 
long time perhaps an advocate of that which his principles, if 
duly carried out, would not allow him to support. The fol­
lowing remarks from Le Bas’ Life of Wiclif in relation to 
this subject, and the character of this reformer, are worthy of 
notice from their beauty as well as justness.
Purgatory forms a department of theology respecting which 
the mind of Wiclif was imperfectly settled, even to the latest 
period of his life. It should, neveitheless, be remembered 
that he always carefully divested it of those perversions which, 
in the hands of the Romish Church, actually thrust the Son 
of man from his judgment-seat. And if he failed to cast into 
the sea every fragment of “mountainous error,” which ages 
of superstition had been piling over the truth, we are still 
bound to recollect, with admiration, the gigantic strength dis­
played in his actual efforts for her deliverance. The above 
specimens may alone be sufficient to show us that the spirit 
I which guided his meditations was at mortal variance with the 
spirit which presided, as well in the schools of theology, as in 
the high places of the Church. A voice was crying in the 
wilderness, in the language of accusation and defiance, against 
the mystery of iniquity, which was then working, and had 
been working lor centuries, and had been forging shameful 
fetters for the immortal souls of men. A band was toiling to 
plant that standard which was afterwards to be widely unfurl­
ed by Luther, as the rallying point to the nations of Christen­
dom—as a signal for the resurrection of the mind of Europe. 
There breathes in the passages above recited, as well as in all 
his popular writings, a brave simplicity, an utter contempt of 
the “old drudging trade of outward conformity.” It must 
even then have been felt that a minister was descending to 
trouble the stagnant waters of the ancient superstition, and 
to teach the impotent to seek for strength in the elements 
which that agitation would Cast up. It is, therefore, tar from 
wonderful that the ruling powers went even as at other times, 
to seek for enchantments against this formidable spirit: and that 
they earnestly charged their diviners and their seers to curse 
him, whom God had not cursed, and to defy him, whom the Lord 
had not defied. For a little while their devices were permitted 
to prevail; but in God’s good time the season of healing and 
refreshment came forth from his presence, and Zion renewed 
her strength, and shook herself from the dust.
Medical.—Gen. Duff Green at Washington has issued a 
prospectus for publishing a weekly newspaper to be edited by 
Dr.' Pattison of Jefferson College, to he called the “ Cyclo­
pedia of Medical and Chirurgieal Science.” Each number 
will contain sixty-two large royal octavo pages. The price is 
ten dollars. Each number is to be printed on a single sheet 
4 feet long by 3 feet 2 inches wide.
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
ECCLESIASTICAL.
Ordination.—On Sunday morning, May 5th, 1833, in St. 
Pauls ( hurcli, West Whiteland, Chester county, Pennsylva­
nia, the Rev. Cyrus II. Jacobs was admitted to the holy order 
of Priests, by the lit. Rev. II. U. Onderdonk. Morning 
Prayers were read by the Rev. John B. Clemson—sermon 
pleached by the Bishop from I’rov. iv. 18, and the candidate 
presented by the Rev. R. U. Morgan.
A Confirmation was also held at the same time and place, 
when fifteen persons were confirmed.—Episcopal Recorder,
On the Morning of the Fourth Sunday after Easter, the 
5th of May, at the City Mission Church, N. Y., Mr. R. C. 
Shimeall was admitted to the holy order of Deacons, by the 
lit. Rev. B. I. Onderdonk. The morning service was con­
ducted and the candidate presented by the Rev. J. M. Forbes. 
The lessons were read by the Rev. Mr. Arnold__ Churchman.
Grace Church, Philadelphia—The corner-stone of this 
new edifice to be erected at the south-east corner of Twelfth 
and Cherry streets, was laid on Wednesday, the 24th of April.
1 he circumstance was particularly interesting from the pre. 
sence of the venerable Bishop White, who introduced the re­
ligious services by a few words, explanatory of the object of 
the building. After which he offered appropriate prayers to 
the great Head of the Church and Architect of the Universe, 
imploring his blessing on the undertaking, and committing 
the workmen employed in the erection of the edifice to his 
most gracious protection.
I he address of the Rt. Rev. Assistant Bishop was in his 
usual happy manner. Jesus Christ was represented as the
chief corner-stone of the spiritual fabric. Guarding against 
the danger of building on another foundation, he°forcibly 
illustrated the happiness and safety of those who were establish­
ed upon the Rock of Ages.
In the corner-stone was deposited a leaden box, containin'* 
the following articles: Copies of the Iloly Bible and Prayer 
Book; Journal of the last Convention of the Diocese of Penn­
sylvania; the Sixth Annual Report of the Episcopal Educa­
tion Society; copies of the Episcopal Recorder; the Sunday. 
School Journal; and several daily papers; and a plate on which 
was engraved the name of the church, the Rector, (Rev. Samu­
el C. Brinckle,) Wardens and Vestrymen, and the names of 
the principal Mechanics. Also the following “ This corner­
stone was laid on the 24th day of April, in the year of our 
Lord 1833, aud in the fifty-seventh year of the Independence 
of the United States of America, by the Rt. Rev. William 
White, I). D., Bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church in 
the Diocese of Pennsylvania. An address was also delivered 
on the occasion by the Rt. Rev. Henry U. Onderdonk, D. D. 
Assistant Bishop of the same Diocese.”
The dimensions of the building will he as follows: 96 feet
4 inches long; 65Teet 4 inches wide; 40 feet to the square, 
and 15 feet above the square. There will be abasement story, 
divided into 8 apartments, viz. 2 vestibules, 2 rooms for fur­
nace and fuel, 2 rooms for Sunday-schools, a Vestry-room 
and a Lecture-room, 62 feet long by 42 wide; 10 feet high in 
the clear. The above departments will he on an average about 
1 foot under ground. The vestibule on the main floor will be 
10 feet by 62 feet. ‘The principal room 82 feet long and 62 
feet wide; 29 feet high in the clear, with a gallery on three 
sides 14 feet wide. It will contain upward of 200 pews, from
5 to 9 seats each.—Episcopal Recorder.
The ladies of St. Paul’s Church in Philadelphia, held an 
exhibition and sale of articles chiefly of their own manufac­
ture, on the 1st, 2d, and 3d days of May, at Washington Hall, 
by which they realized one thousand dollars.
'This sum they have divided between the Episcopal Educa­
tion Society for the Bristol Manual-Labor Institution, and the 
Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society for the buildings 
for the Greek mission, giving five hundred dollars to each ob­
ject.
They return their grateful acknowledgment to the friends 
who have so liberally patronized this their first celebration of 
May-day, and hope for a recurrence of the same kindness, 
should they be able to make provision for it, for another year.
[Episcopal Rec.
Indian Traditions__ A correspondent of the Commercial
Advertiser, who has been sojourning among the Indians of the 
Upper Missouri, after much observation, adopts the opinion 
that the Natives of North America are descendants of the 
Jews. Writing from Mandan Village—the settlement of an 
ancient tribe—he says: “They have some traditional know­
ledge of the deluge, of the appearance and death of Christ, 
and the transgressions of mother Eve;” and relates several of 
their superstitions, which really seem to he corruptions of por­
tions of the Bible history. It is probable the writer will, on 
his return, give us the result of his observations and researches, 
in a more methodical form.
English Charity Schools.—The first English Charity 
School was opened in Westminster in 1698, as an antidote to 
the “Jesuit’s Charity Grammar Schools,” established during 
the preceding year in the Savoy. Whether this were the same 
school as the St. Margaret’s Blue Coat School, opened on 
Lady-day, 1698, does not clearly appear. But this, and two 
other schools in St. Botolph’s, Aldgate, and Norton Falgatc, 
were established much about the same date. The time, how­
ever, was come, when “a constellation of noble designs” 
brightened the prospects of the religious world; and “the 
forming of societies for religion, and for the reformation of 
manners, and for promoting Christian knowledge, and for 
propagating the Gospel in foreign parts, and for erecting pa- 
orchial libraries, and for the augmentation of the livings of 
the poorer clergy,” gave a lustre to a few short years about 
1700, the beneficial influence of which is still felt over the 
Christian world. The names of the Hon. Robert Boyle, 
Rev. Dr. Thomas Bray, Robert Nelson, Esq., Dean Hum­
phrey I’rideaux and Bishop White Rennet, are intimately 
connected with these noble projects. 'The Society for Pro­
moting Christian Knowledge then appeared as the great pro­
moter of the education of the poor. It proceeded on one 
simple principle, that “the growth of vice and immorality 
was greatly owing to gross ignorance of the principles of the 
Christian religion.” And this evil it labored to diminish, by 
encouraging schools and promoting the circulation of useful 
and religious books. It advocated, in an especial manner, the 
system of annexing habits of industry to religious learning— 
and the introduction of religious instruction into workhouses 
for the poor; and the effects of its early labors in and about




Year. Schools. Boys. Girls. Total. Bovs. Girls.
1704 54 1386 745 21.31 306 75
1709 88 2181 1221 3402 963 405
1714 117 .3077 1741 4818 1650 824
At the last date, in 1714, the numbers in England and Ire­
land were reported to be 1073 schools and 19,433 scholars.
[ Churchman.
In the third number of our 2d volume we announced a mu­
nificent legacy of the late Earl of Bridgewater, destined fora 
recompense to the authors of a series of treatises “on the pow­
er, wisdom, and goodness of God, as manifested in the crea­
tion;” and at the same time named the persons who had been 
chosen to carry the testator’s design into effect We are glad 
to learn that the publication of the scries has commenced with
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a work by the Rev. Professor AVhewell, of Cambridge, en- j 
titled “Astronomy and General Physics considered with reyard 
to Natural Theology." It has already appeared in London, 
and is in press for Messrs. Carey, Lea, and Blanchard, of Phi­
ladelphia.— Churchman.
The Bible for Heathen Countries.—Five thousand dol­
lars have been received by the Board from the American Bi­
ble Society, in pursuance of a grant made by that Society some 
time since to defray the expense of printing an edition of 
20,000 copies of the New Testament in the language of the 
Sandwich Islands—
It is stated in the New-York papers, received at the time 
this article goes to the press, (April 15th,) that the Managers 
of the American Bible Society have resolved upon appropria­
ting thirty thousand dollars towards meeting the demand for 
the Scriptures in foreign countries, (chiefly those in which 
there are American missions,) in case they are sustained by 
the churches in this most commendable effort.
So far as the demand for the Holy Scriptures is concerned, 
it would be easy to show that appropriations to the amount of 
50,090 dollars, might now be judiciously made for the print­
ing and distribution of the lively oracles in connection with 
the Missions of the Board alone.— Missionary Herald.
GENERAL SUMMARY.
Monument to the, Mother of Washington.—Fredericks­
burg, May 8, 1833__ The President of the U. States, Gen.
Cass, Secretary of War, Mr. Taney, Attorney General, Ma­
jor Barry, P. Muster General, and Major Uonai.son, the 
President’s Private Secretary, arrived in town on Monday 
evening. They were accompanied by a number of citizens 
from the district, Capt. Moore’s company of National Cadets 
frain Washington, Capt. Kinsey’s company of Riflemen, and 
Capt. Brockett’s Light Infantry, of Alexandria, the Marine 
Band from the Navy Yard, as well as many strangers from the 
eastern towns. They were met a short distance beyond Fal­
mouth by the Marshals of the day, the Fredericksburg Guards, 
tlie Rifle Company, and Fredericksburg Blues, Junior, by 
whom the President and Suite were accompanied to their lodg­
ings.
A troop of Light Horse, from the county of Fauquier, un­
der the command of Capt. Thomas T. Fauntlcroy, also arrived 
tlie same evening.
Laying the Comer Stone.—This ceremony took place on 
Tuesday, with very imposing effect. About 9 o’clock, the 
President was escorted from his lodgings to the Town Hall, 
where he was introduced to a number of citizens and stran­
gers, who called to pay their respects to the Chief Magistrate 
of the Nation. The day was flue, and the occasion attracted 
a large concourse of persons from the adjoining counties. The 
procession set out from the Town Hall at half past 10 o’clock, 
and moved according to the arrangement of the Committee, 
in the order and through the several streets previously desig­
nated, to the site of the Monument.
As the procession moved up Main Street, tlie extended line, 
the various uniforms of the military, the glittering arms, the 
music, the dense mass that thronged the side walks, the crow­
ded windows, overlooking the whole scene, altogether present­
ed a view grand and imposing.
Arrived at the spot, after an appropriate Prayer by the Rev. 
E. C. McGuire, an Address was delivered by the President, 
and also by Mr. Bassett; the plate with the inscription de­
posited, and the other usual ceremonies were performed. The 
procession then returned to the Town Hall, where the pro­
ceedings were concluded, and the companies separated.—Her­
old.
Missouri Lead Mines.—Official information has been receiv­
ed by the superintendent of the United States’ Lead Mines, 
at Galena, that the Lead Mines on the West bank of the Mis­
sissippi, recently ceded by the Sac and Fox Indians, will be 
opened for lease on the first day of June next.
A writer in the Galcnian states, that new and valuable dis­
coveries of lead ore have been made upon the East bank of 
the Mississippi river, between the Platte and Grant rivers, in 
Iowa county, M. T. The ore is said to be of the best quali­
ty, found in large bodies, and over an extensive tract of coun­
try. Among the most valuable discoveries, is a horizontal 
cave, the entrance of which is about 150 feet above the level 
of the river. It is from two to four feet wide, and from six 
to nine feet high. From this cave, about 400,000 pounds of 
lead ore have been taken, with little labor; and the operation 
was still continued. The land is of the best quality, and co-
i vered with timber. A town, called Van Buren, (wfiich name
J has also been given to the mines and cave adjacent,) has been
laid out, and that part of the country is rapidly increasing in
population.—St. Louis llepub.
Fruits of Manual Labor.—During my late tour in the West,
says the Rev. Mr. Peters, I visited one of the Missionaries of
the American Home Missionary Society, who lives in a house 
*ith an Agent of the Tract Society, which cost them only 
twenty-five dollars, besides their own labor in erecting it.— 
They hewed the logs, made the doors, window-sashes, &c. in 
1 workmanlike manner. Most of their furniture also was of 
their own construction ! I found also the President of “ Illi- 
nois College,” pursuing bis studies by the side of a neatly con­
ducted table, made by his own hands, a worthy example to 
the students of that important institution, which embraces 
Casual labor in its plan.—N. K. Obs.
tv?^RD,Ea—briefly alluded, in our last week’s paper, to 
redden disappearance on the 8th inst. of Joseph L. Froth- 
'fr'atn, who was about to enter the Oneida Institute in 
g.j* 1 * * * * * *'8^0, On that day (the 8th) be had been to this city, 
received about seventy dollars in cash, at one of the banks.
In the evening he was in his room at the boarding-house (Mrs. 
Crane’s,) writing to his father; being in want of light, he 
stepped out, as is supposed, to procure some candles, and from 
that time to this he has not been heard from. Two black 
men were arrested on suspicion, one of whom has confessed 
that on the Saturday succeeding the disappearance of Froth­
ingham, he was hired by a certain tavern keeper in Whites­
boro to take the body from bis hay loft, to this city, and throw 
it into the Mohawk. The tavern keeper has been placed un­
der arrest. The bpdy lias not yet been found.
The interest which has been felt by the citizens in this vi­
cinity, has beep increased by minute examinations of the let­
ters of Frothingham, and inquiries as to character and cir­
cumstances. His family reside in Salem, (Mass.) and are re­
spectable and in good circumstances. The letters addressed to 
him by different members of his family all exhibit a deep and 
aflectionate anxiety for his weifare; and the letter which he 
had commenced to his father, a few moments before he disap­
peared, breathes a spirit and displays a disposition calculated 
to keep alive the intense interest which already pervades this 
part of the country__ Utica Sentinel.
West-Point.—The following list comprises the names of all 
the Visiters appointed to attend the annual examination in 
June next. AVe have heard, however, with regret that Air. 
Washington Irving, and Gen. Lewis, of this State, have both 
declined the appointment.
Massachusetts, Rev. Air. Leland, James Russell, Esq. 
Rhode Island, Gov. Fenner. New York, AVashington Irving, 
Esq. Gen. Alorgan Lewis, Gen. E. Root, Gen. Van Rens­
selaer, Gov. Yates, Parley Keyes, Esq. New Jersey, lion. 
AI. Dickerson. Pennsylvania, Col C. Bangs, lion. I. R. 
Burden, T. II. Crawford. Delaware, Janies Rogers, Esq. 
Maryland, Win. S. Heath. Esq. Virginia, lion. Alark Alex­
ander. Kentucky, AV. Pope, Esq., J. Ilaskin, Esq. Geor­
gia, Hon. J. Forsyth. Tennessee, Rev. C. Coffin. Ohio, 
Hon. Thos. R. Ross. Michigan, John Norvell, Esq. U. 
S. Army, Gen. Fenwick, Col. Bankhead—N. Y. American.
Liberality of American Seamen.—AVe learn from the Salem 
Register, that while the Frigate Potomac was at Honolulu, 
her crew, with characteristic generosity, made up a subscrip­
tion of $200 for the put pose of procuring a bell for the church 
at that place, arid about the same sum for the purpose of es­
tablishing an English school for* the education of the children 
of foreigners residing there__ N. Y. Obs.
The Sea Serpent has been seen again upon our coast, by 
Capt. Knight, of the brig Speed, at Portland, from Matanzas. 
Capt. K. is confident he saw one hundred feet of the monster. 
In the name of the whole fraternity of Editors, we tender our 
thanks to his Serpentship for making his appearance once 
more. AVhen he next exhibits his head like a hogshead, his 
bumps like floating barrels, and his skin like a mottled rain­
bow, may we be there to see!—Nat. Lit.
It seems now to be admitted that Mr. Livingston will go 
to France, while Air. AfcLane will take his place as Premier, 
leaving the Treasury Department to he filled by Col. William 
Duane, a lawyer of Philadelphia, of respectable talents and 
fair character. Mr. A. Stevenson’s appointment, as Ambas­
sador to the Court of St. James, seems also certain,—Political 
Arena.
It will be seen that the compromise between the Baltimore 
and Ohio Rail Road, and the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, 
has at length been effected, and that both works will be vigor­
ously prosecuted.
A Fair has been liolden in Boston, within the past week, 
the profits of which are to be devoted to the Institution for 
the Blind. The Boston Gazette of Friday, states the receipts, 
down to the evening of the previous day, at nine or ten thou­
sand dollars.
Niles’ Register contains an account of a recently invented 
Knitting machine. It is about one foot square, only weighs 
19 pounds, and costs but $5. It is worked by turning a 
crank- One girl of 12 might tend three machines, if ar­
ranged to work together, each machine making from one to 
two pair of men’s long woolen stockings per day.
In the village of Amesbury, Alass, containing a population 
of more than 2,000 souls, and which has two public taverns 
and 14 stores, there is not, it is said, at this time, a single gal­
lon of ardent spirits of any description whatever.
AVe arc sorry to learn, by a gentleman from Fort Gibson, 
says the Arkansas Gazette of April IOth, that the Council re­
cently held at that post, by the U. S. Commissioners and 
Osage Indians has been broken up without concluding a trea­
ty, as we anticipated. The cause of the failure we have not 
learned.
“AVe learn from AVashington,” says the Journal of Com­
merce, “that President Jackson will leave that city on the 1st 
of June, on his tour to the East, and will proceed as far as 
Portland. He intends to be in AArashington again previous to 
the 4th of July, not wishing to mingle in the bustle and par­
ade which his presence would occasion on that day, in one of 
our large cities.”
At the Supreme Court sitting in Northampton, Mass., in 
the case of Burrvs, Bryant, for taking unlawful interest, the 
plaintiff recovered of the defendant $532, or three times the 
amount of interest.
About a hundred persons were prosecuted in Boston, last 
week, for violating the municipal law, which prohibits the 
practice of smoking cigars in the public streets. These gen­
try were fined each two dollars and costs; some of them were 
rather refractory at the decision, and demurred payment; but 
one or two of them having been committed to jail till tlie 
amount was forth-coming, a quietus was thus put on their 
complaints, and they were compelled to “cash up.”
John Fine, Esq. of Ogdensburgh, has given a Bible to
every sailor on Lake Ontario and the St Lawrence. The 
number is supposed to be upwards of five hundred.
Seventy-eight vessels, principally American whalers, touched 
at AVoahoo during the first eight months of the past year.
foreign.
By an arrival at this port, (N. Y.) London papers have 
been received to the 1st of April.
Two formidable attacks were made by the Aliguelites upon 
the entrenchments of Don Pedro, the first on the 3d and the 
last on the 24th of Alareh. In both cases the Aliguelites were 
repulsed with heavy loss, but the prospects of Don Pedro are 
on the whole very gloomy. He had quarrelled with Sartorius, 
the commander of his fleet, and Sartorius had threatened to 
withdraw with the fleet, and leave him to the mercy of Don 
Miguel, and apparently was on the point of carrying his threat 
into execution__ N. Y. Obs.
Great Britain—Observance of the Sabbath__ Sir Andrew
Agnew has introduced a bill to promote the better observance 
of the Lord s day, by which “it is proposed to render every 
person who attends a news-room on Sunday liable to a line of 
five shillings for the first offenee, twenty for the second, and 
live pounds for a third; to declare every such news-room a 
disorderly house; to inflict on the keeper a fine of fifty pounds; 
to prohibit all travelling by land or water, in .wagon, cart, van, 
stage-coach, omnibus, steam or sailing vessel, on a Sunday, 
except in going and returning from places of worship, under 
pecuniary penalties; to render it a finable offence for any ves­
sel to go to sea on that day; to prevent drovers, farmers, and 
cattle dealers from travelling with cattle on Sunday; to change 
the day of holding all fairs that are now held on Monday to 
Tuesday, and to render every person bolding such fairs on 
Monday liable to a fine of not less than twenty or more than 
fifty pounds; to render any cattle or other animals travelling 
on Sunday liable to seizure; and to prohibit on that day the 
delivery of all letters.
Turkey and Egypt----Smyrna surrendered to the Egyptians.
—A letter received in Boston, dated Smyrna, 19th Feb. says, 
—Smyrna was taken possession of last night, by a messenger
despatched from Ibrahim Pacha’s Head Quarters, (--------- ,)
with a letter addressed to the authorities. New officers are 
appointed and the messenger is off to his master. Magnesia 
is in possession of the Egyptians. The utmost tranquility 
reigns in our city, which We think will not be disturbed. It 
is generally believed that preliminaries of peace have been 
signed by the Vice Roy of Egypt.
By the arrival at New-York on the 3d inst. of the packet 
ship Sopth-America, Capt. Marshall, our correspondents of 
the Courier & Enquirer and Commercial Advertiser have re­
ceived files of London papers of the 1st of April, and Liver­
pool to the 2d. AVe have room only for the following brief 
summary.
The Irish Coercion Bill lias passed the House of Commons 
by a majority of 259 f and in consequence of f he amendments 
made to it in that body, is returned to the House of Lords. 
It will no doubt again pass there, and its provisions be imme­
diately carried into execution. The number of troops kept in 
Ireland by the British Government, appears, from the debates, 
to be no less than 28,000 men, or about one-fourth of their 
whole standing army.
[A letter dated Smyrna, 20th Feb. was received in London 
on the 25th March, stating that on the 10th that town surren­
dered to Ibrahim Pacha—and that all the neighboring towns 
were under his government.]
Late from Portugal.—By the ship Alissouri, Capt. Bir- 
kitt, arrived at Philadelphia on the 9th inst. in twenty-five 
days from Lisbon, we have received the following intelligence:
The M. brought no papers, but Capt. B. states that the 
Lisbon Gazette did not contain any information relative to the 
situation of the contending parties, for some time previous to 
his sailing.
The U. S. ship Brandywine was wind-bound in Gibraltar 
on the 21st of March, bound to Lisbon.
Don Pedro was in possession of Oporto—scarce of provi­
sions, and was waiting for reinforcements from France and 
England.
Don Aliguel occupied the southern side of the river, which 
prevented vessels from entering, and vessels landed their car­
goes on the coast north of the river, under protection of Don 
Pedro’s batteries.
The prisons were crowded with people of respectability, 
suspected of being attached to Don Pedro.—Nat. Gazette.
Latest from Colombia.—Intelligence has been received from 
Bogota, via Jamaica, to the 17th of Alareh, at which time the 
republic was in the enjoyment of peace and prosperity. The 
Congress of New-Grenada bad assembled, arid elected Gene­
ral Santander as President, and the late President of Colom­
bia, D. Joaquin AIosquera, Vice-President of that State.
Both these events were communicated to Gen. Santander, 
by the President of the Senate officially, requiring him to take 
the oaths before Congress on the 1st April. Mr. Mosquera 
had not reached Bogota. Gen. Santander’s message to the 
Congress on the opening of the session, is said to be drawn up 
in an able, statesmanlike manner, and is replete with sound 
sense and liberal ideas throughout.
The Administrative Council of AVarsaw, by a decree, dated 
1st of March, have regulated the weight of the chains by 
which the Polish prisoners are to be fettered. It would ap­
pear that in future all these chains arc to be made exclusively 
at the government forge; that they must be constructed upon 
a patent model, and must even bear the government stamp— 






Self lies hid in all our feelings,
All our doings, all our dealings,
All our thinking, hearing, seeing,
E’en the thitigs that round us stir, are 
But the echo on the mirror 
Of our individual being.
Therefore in the scenes that meet us, 
Therefore in the sounds that greet us, 
Something kindred seems to glisten,
Or to breathe a tone that reacheth 
Deep into the heart, and teacheth 
Love that wisdom’s self might listen.
Hence, sweet bird! whom thoughtless mortals 
Lured from yon celestial portals,
Here in slavish bonds to languish;
Hence, as in thy cell thou singest,
Many a mortal charm thou bringest 
To beguile my bosom’s anguish.
There thou thrill’st in grated prison,
Blithe and bold as when uprisen 
Whilom on the morning’s pinions,
As when earth, and air, and ocean 
Seemed to share thy sweet emotion,
Seemed to own thy wild dominion!
Oh! that thus the bard,—neglected, 
Friendless, homeless, unprotected,
Galled with wrong, yet unresented,
Wrongs his better self despisetli,
Though his feeble nature riseth,
Writhing still and discontented.
Oh! that he were thus pervaded
With the Past! were thus persuaded 
Of his proper sphere and powers!
Oh! that he could sing as sweetly!
Oh! that he could praise as meetly 
Him who sendeth adverse hours!
Yet in every scene that meets me,
And in every sound that greets me,
Something kindred seems to glisten,
Or to breathe a tone that reacheth 
Deep into the heart, that teacheth 
Love that wisdom’s self might listen!
MISCELLANY.
J Something Marvellous—We have been told the follow­
ing story, which savours so much of the marvellous, that we 
cannot believe it and should not publish, were not the source 
from Which we derived it entitled to high credit. Our read­
ers shall have it precisely as it came to our ears.
There is a girl in Saybrook, about eleven years of age, who, 
from the many specimens she has given, is thought to have 
been recently endowed with some extraordinary gift of speech. 
At certain irregular times, when the impulse is upon her, she 
breaks out into powerful, connected and finished exhortations 
and discourses, generally on religious topics. The first dis­
course which she is known to have uttered, and the only one 
upon that subject, was on intemperance. It is.said to have 
been remarkable for the clearness, precision and elegance of its 
language, cogency and eloquence of its thought and the im­
pressive manner in which it was pronounced. Since that time, 
she has delivered herself of nothing on intemperance. The 
premonitory symptom of her impromptu, is usually n fit of 
stupor. As soon as she comes out of that, she rises, closes her 
eyes and, perfectly abstracted from every thing about her, com­
mences by repeating a hymn, which sometimes is original and 
nf the higher order of poetry. She then gives out a text, 
naming the chapter and verse, and proceeds to deliver a sermon 
always conspicuous for its sound argument, its logical and con­
nected sequences and its rich and appealing sentiments, while 
its construction is grammatical, ami its expressions eloquent 
and pure. What especially astonishes the hearers, is the'fact, 
that when the inspiration has gone, she recollects not a word 
of what she has been saying, and if told the chapter and verse 
«>t her text and number of her hymn, she knows not how or 
where to find them. Her parents reside in New-Haven and 
are poor, miserable, ignorant and intemperate people, and her 
education has been so much neglected, that she reads with the 
greatest difficulty. hat is more marvellous still, she dis­
covers hardly an ordinary degree of intellectual capacity, ex­
cept when the spirit of the imprmitatore possesses her. Seve­
ral physicians have examined her both when in and out of her 
lunacies, and as yet have found no marks of disease or insanity. 
During the delivery of her speeches, she is cool, collected and 
mild, and her pulse is always regular__ N. E. Review.
A Cheap and Convenient Bath__ There is one mi
refreshing and hardening the body that is extremely c 
extremely convenient, and yet seldom adopted. The 
and cold water bath is indispensable to health. No s’ 
can go on with its full natural vigor so long as the po 
the skin are encumbered and obstructed by the panic 
perspirable matter, that, not being carried off by evapora 
accumulate on the surface. In some form or other, c< 
solution is required, and that often, by all animals, ai 
none more than by man. Independently of the benef 
cleanliness derived from such baths, there are other advan 
resulting from them, which it is not our purpose here t, 
cuss; and which to medical men certainly, are already 
ciently familiar. But the cold and the warm bath are at
ed with some inconvenience, and with some expenditure of
time, and, in this city, of money also. It is not an indiffer­
ent matter therefore, that all should be reminded of the power 
of the air bath, in promoting both health and comfoit, and 
rendering the water bath less frequently necessary. It costs 
nothing to expose oneself a few minutes, on rising in the mor­
ning, to the air of a dressing room ; and after a short time, 
it will always be regarded as luxury. In summer, the win­
dows of the apartment may be open, and the external air ad­
mitted freely around the person. If to this delicious and in­
vigorating bath, friction be added, we can scarcely name a 
more sure method of preventing disease and imparting tone 
and vigor to the whole system.
We forbear to dilate on this subject. To the wise, the words 
already written will be sufficient. The foolish, pages of ar­
gument and explanation would but confirm in their folly.— 
Med. Journal.
Cure for the Lazy Fever—The following amusing ex­
tract is given from an old Book on Physic, entitled “The 
Breviary of Health, by Andrew Boorde, Phisyche Doctoure, 
an Englishman, anno, 1557.”
“ The 151 chapitre doth shew of an evyll fever, the which 
doth combat young persons, named the fever burden (lazy fe­
ver.) Among all the fevers, I had almost forgotten the fever 
burden with which many yonge men, yong women, maydens, 
and other yonge persons, bee sore infected now a dayes. The 
cause of this infirmitee:—This fever doth come naturally, or 
else by evyll and slothful bringing up. If it do come by na- 
ture, then the fever is incurable; for it can never get out of 
the flesh that is bred in the bone. If it come by slothful ; 
bringing up, it may be helped by dilligent labor. A remedy: 
There is nothyng for the fever burden, as is unguentum baculi- 
num; that is to say, take a stick or wand, of a yard of length 
and more, and let it be as great as a man’s fynger, and with it 
anoynt the back and shoulders well, morning and evening, and 
do this 21 days, and if this fever wyl not be helpen in that 
tyme, let them be aware of waging on the gallows: and wliyles 
they do take theyr medicine, put no lubberwort in tlieyr pot- 
age.”
•Librarians.—The following statement of the qualifications 
requisite in a good Librarian is extraoted from a German pe­
riodical. It is quite sufficient to frighten an American from 
undertaking such an awful charge.
“ Besides Greek and Latin, he must have a perfect know­
ledge of French, Italian, English, [and German,] and such 
an acquaintance with the other western languages as shall ena­
ble him to provide for the exigencies with the help of a gram­
mar and dictionary. He need not trouble himself about the 
oriental languages, always excepting Hebrew. An earnest 
and profound study of history cannot be dispensed with, hut the 
principal subjects of his preparatory studies should he literary 
history and Bibliography. Of Diplomacy, so far as it relates 
to manuscript records, ho must have at least a theoretical 
grounding; und a knowledge of the art of engraving on cop­
per and wood is to him a sme qua non. Ilis course of study 
must be completed by Encyclopedic [ a favorite German term 
which may be rendered the science of every thing,'] in order that 
he may feel an equal interest for every branch of human know­
ledge (!! !)”
If this is startling, what will the aspirant to bibliothecary 
honors say, when he is told that “all this preparation only ren- 
ders'a man capable of becoming a. good Librarian;” and that in 
spite of it all “he may turn Out to be wholly unfit for his 
business, as experience shows. ‘‘—Presbyterian.
Cobbktt’s Cottage Economy.—Cobbett is one of the best 
writers of English now living; and whatever subject he writes 
upon, he is sure to win the reader’s attention. Open this 
hook where you please, and if you begin to read a paragraph, 
the chances are ten to one, or as a ruta-baga to a grain of mus­
tard seed, you will not stop till you finish it. Take this for 
an experiment:—
Mustard.—Why buy this when you can grow it in your 
garden? The stuff you buy is half drugs, and is injurious to 
health. A yard square of ground sown with common mus­
tard, the crop of which you would grind for use, in a little 
mustard mill, as you wanted it, would save you some money, 
and probably save your life. Your mustard would look brown, 
instead of yellow; but the former color is as good as the latter; 
and, as to the taste, the real mustard has certainly a much bet­
ter than that of the drugs and Hour which go under the name 
of mustard. Let any one try it, and I anrsure he will never 
use the drugs again. The drugs, if you take them freely, 
leave a burning at the pit of your stomach, which the real 
mustard does not.—Roston Courier.
Coincidences.—A respectable correspondent in Virginia 
desires us to record the following strange coincidences, which 
he assures us are facts within his own knowledge, as he is well 
acquainted with all the parties.—
Ihe father and mother of one of a certain married couple, 
residing in his neighborhood, were born on the same day of 
the same month (September;) the father and mother of the 
other were also born on the same day of the same month (Oc­
tober ;) and the married pair themselves were both born on the 
same day of the same month (November.) The husband is 
the second son of his parents; the wife is the second daughter 
of her parents. The two eldest children of the husband’s pa­
rents arc sons; the two eldest children of the wife’s parents 
are daughters. This couple have two children, only, both of 
whom were born on the same day.— Chronicle.
The Backwoods Razor Strap.—Mr. Editor, I have re­
cently ascertained that a dry corn stalk answers every purpose 
of a hone and a strap for a razor. I was always inclined to 
the opinion, that nature had provided cures for nearly all of
the ills incident to mortals; hut never till now, did I know
what kind of provision nature had made for sharpening a dull 
razor.—Cincinnati Journal.
“The Germanic Diet! The Germanic Diet! I hear a great 
deal about the Germanic Diet!” said Sir Charles to Sir Clod, 




A REPERTORY OF PRIMITIVE THEOLOGY,
TO BE
EDITED BYr REV. C. F. CRUSE, A. M.
AND
PUBLISHED BY WILLIAM STAVELY, PHILADELPHIA.
The religious public have long been in want of a work that 
might bring the opinions and doctrines held by those who 
flourished in the earliest periods of the Church, more immedi­
ately within their reach. All who advert to the subject ac­
knowledge its importance, and agree in a desire to sec the 
opinions of the Christian Fathers more generally circulated 
than has hitherto been done; whilst, at the same time, it has 
been almost as universally regretted, that there are compara­
tively but few to whom these are even accessible. Almost ex­
clusively confined to the libraries of the learned, ill rare or 
costly editions, in languages not read by many, or else in rare 
and merely occasional translations, the Fathers of the Chris­
tian Church lie almost unnoticed amid the accumulated litera­
ture of subsequent ages, and particularly that of our own. 
Even to a great part of the clergy, u work of reference on the 
prominent features of primitive ecclesiastical discipline, doc­
trine and usage, is evidently an important desideratum, From 
a variety of causes, particularly the absorbing attention to ne­
cessary parochial duty and the difficulty of procuring conven­
ient editions of the Fathers, the originals are for the most 
part as inaccessible to the clergy as to the laity. And yet, 
there is scarcely a reflecting mind in Christendom, to which 
occasions do not occur where it would be a high gratification 
to refer with ease to the express statements of those who lived 
and took the lead in the earliest ages of the Church.
To supply this want the present periodical contemplates—
I. A regular Series of select and copious Extracts in trans­
lations from the Greek and Latin Fathers, in chronological 
order, with such Annotations and Comments as may he neces­
sary to elucidate obscure or ambiguous passages.
II. A regular Series of the Theological Opinions of the 
Fathers, systematically arranged, so as co constitute, when the 
series is completed, a system of Primitive Theology.
III. Dissertations, either original, translated, or compiled, 
on different periods, events and features of the Church in Ec­
clesiastical History.
IV. Arohaology of Christianity, ortho Usagesof the Church, 
Origin of Festivals, &c. &c.
V. Criticisms, Exegesis, Biblical Archaeology.
These five departments will be filled with a proportionate 
quantity of matter in every number. Each number will lie 
issued quarterly, on the first of January, April, July und Oc­
tober, and the annual series close with an Index to the whole 
work. Each number will embrace 120 pages, 8vo. on good 
paper and fair type, with a printed cover, at $3 00 per annum. 
A number will be issued in October of the present year, 1833, 
if the subscriptions justify the publication.
A.iy person obtaining five subscribers, and becoming res­
ponsible for the same, shall receive the sixth copy gratis.
Address, William Stavkly, Philadelphia.
May 10, 1833.
“ The Churchman,” “ Episcopal Watchman,” “ Gospel Mes­
senger,” (Auburn,) “Gospel Messenger,” (Charleston,) and 
“ Gambier Observer,” will confer a special favor upon the pub­
lisher by inserting the above in their respective journals.
THE OBSERVER
TERMS.—Two Dollars per annum, if paid in advance, and 
Two Dollars and Fifty Cents, if at the end of six months. 
No subscriptions received for a less term than one year. 
No papers discontinued until all arrearages are paid, except 
at the option of the publishers.
Those who may wish to have their papers discontinued, arc re- 
quested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days previous 
to the expiration of the term of their subscription, other­
wise, it will be considered a new engagement.
*,* All communications relative to this paper,must be di­
rected to the Editor, Gambier, Knox Co. Ohio
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